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Abstra t
Based on our experien e with modelling and verifying miroar hite tural designs within Haskell, this paper examines our use of Haskell as host for an embedded language.
In parti ular, we highlight our use of Haskell's lazy lists,
type lasses, lazy state monad, and unsafePerformIO, and
point to several areas where Haskell ould be improved in
the future. We end with an example of a bene t gained
by bringing the fun tional perspe tive to mi roar hite tural
modelling.

1 Introdu tion
There are many ways to design and implement a language.
Landin's vision of the next 700 programming languages [20℄,
for example, was to build domain-spe i vo abularies on
top of a generi language substrate. In the veri ation ommunity, this is known as a shallow embedding of one language
or logi into another. In e e t, every abstra t data type denes a language. Admittedly, most abstra t data types by
themselves make impoverished languages, but when interesting ombinators are provided, the language be omes ri h
and vibrant in its own right. This explains the ontinuing
popularity of ombinator libraries, from the time of Landin
until now.
The animation language/library Fran is a beautiful example [11, 10℄. Fran provides two families of abstra t types
in Haskell: behaviors and events. To onstru t a term of
type Behavior Int, for example, is to write a senten e in
the Fran language, using Fran primitives and Fran ombinators. To build omplex Fran entities, however, the full
power of Haskell an be brought to bear. Fran obje ts are
just another abstra t data type.
So how good is Haskell as a host for embedded languages?
This is one of those questions that an only be answered
through experien e, and is pre isely where we see the ontribution of this paper. We des ribe our use of Haskell as
a host for a mi roar hite tural modelling language, alling
attention to the aspe ts of Haskell that helped us, those that
hindered us, and the features we wish we had. In parti ular, we highlight our use of Haskell's lazy lists, type lasses

[18℄, the lazy state monad [21℄, and unsafePerformIO [19℄.
This paper ontains no deep theory, but rather a dose of
measured introspe tion.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Se tion 2 we provide the motivation for our work in mi roarhite tural modelling. In Se tion 3 we introdu e Hawk and
show how we use lazy lists to model wires. In Se tions 4,
5, and 6, we show how type lasses, the lazy state monad,
and unsafePerformIO, respe tively, are put to use in Hawk,
and in Se tion 7 we des ribe an appli ation that makes use
of all four features. In Se tion 8 we outline where Haskell
has onstrained us, and dis uss future dire tions. Finally,
the paper loses with an example of some new insights into
mi roar hite tures that arose as a onsequen e of the fun tional perspe tive.

2 Building a Mi roar hite tural Des ription Language
Contemporary supers alar mi roar hite tures employ
tremendously aggressive strategies to mitigate dependen ies
and memory laten y. Their omplexity taxes urrent design
te hniques to the limit. The trend ontinues as the size of
design teams grows exponentially with ea h new generation
of hip.
To gain an appre iation for the omplexity of modern
mi roar hite tures, take as an example the model of an
instru tion reorder bu er whi h o urs frequently in outof-order mi ropro essors like the Pentium III. The purpose
of the instru tion reorder bu er is to allow instru tions to
be exe uted at the earliest possible moment. It does this
by maintaining a pool of instru tions, so that it an dynami ally determine whi h of them are eligible for exe ution by keeping tra k of whether their operands have been
omputed. Furthermore, instru tions are introdu ed spe ulatively, based upon numerous su essive bran h predi tions. Consequently, instru tions that have previously been
s heduled and exe uted must sometimes be res inded when
a bran h is dis overed to have been mispredi ted. Thus the
instru tion reorder bu er must keep tra k of instru tions up
to the point that they an either be retired ( ommitted) or
ushed. Sin e some instru tions following a bran h may already have been exe uted when a bran h mispredi tion is
dis overed, register ontents are also a e ted. At a bran h
mispredi tion, register mapping tables must be modi ed to
invalidate the ontents of registers that ontain results of
res inded instru tions. The ontents of registers that are
possibly live must be preserved until after the bran h has

been resolved, thus in reasing the omplexity of the intera tion between a instru tion reorder bu er and the registers.
In addition, there are all the issues of managing on- hip
resour es, of ensuring rapid and orre t ommuni ation of
results, of a he oheren e and so on. It will get worse.
The next generation of mi roar hite tures will address many
more issues su h as expli it instru tion parallelism [14℄ and
multiple instru tion threads [35℄.
As if all these algorithms did not provide enough design
omplexity, ommer ially viable mi roar hite tures are also
subje t to lega y requirements. For example Intel's Pentium
III must deal with dozens of ex eption types to remain ompatible with earlier versions of the X86 ar hite ture. Pentium III also struggles with the variable length of X86 instru tions. It tries to fet h three ea h y le, and it turns
out that dynami ally determining the length of instru tions
before de oding is one of Pentium III's primary performan e
bottlene ks. Again, this type of problem is not going to go
away. Intel's re ently announ ed Mer ed pro essor exe utes
not only its new instru tion set [9℄, but X86 ode as well
[13℄.
With designs of this omplexity, it is hard to imagine
that designers will not stumble upon subtle intera tion and
on urren y bugs. The need for powerful and e e tive modelling and veri ation has never been greater. By ou hing
mi roar hite ture modelling in terms of higher-level abstra tions and emphasizing the modularity of a design it is possible to regain ontrol of the design spa e. This is what
we have done. In uen ed by dis ussions with Intel's Strategi CAD Laboratory, we have developed Hawk as an exeutable modelling language embedded in Haskell [1℄. Hawk
is very high level ompared with other hardware des ription
languages. Consequently, even omplex mi roar hite ture
models remain remarkably brief, allowing designers to retain a high level of intelle tual ontrol over the model. For
example, the omplete formal model of a spe ulative, supers alar, out-of-order mi roar hite ture based on the Pentium
III required less than 1000 lines of ode [5℄.

put, with an initial value output for the very rst lo k ti k.
The implementation of delay :: a -> [a℄ -> [a℄ is simply \ ons".
Some are is needed within this paradigm, however.
Arbitrary use of list pro essing fun tions, espe ially those
whi h add or dis ard elements, an ause problems in that
they fail to model hardware. For example, a fun tion whi h
dupli ates every element on its input list would require an
in nite bu er to implement in hardware. To restri t the
way in whi h a signal an be onstru ted or altered, we
make the signal type abstra t in Hawk and provide a basi
set of manipulation fun tions that are known to be safe for
the model.
newtype Signal a
delay
lift0
lift1
.
.
.

:: a -> Signal a -> Signal a
:: a -> Signal a
:: (a -> b) -> Signal a -> Signal b
::
.
::
.
::
.

The lift family of fun tions lifts n-ary ( urried) fun tions
to lo ked fun tions over signals. The base ase is lift0,
whi h returns a onstant signal, and lift1 is just the map
fun tion for lists. Later we will use the derived operator
bundle, whi h takes a pair of signals, and produ es a signal
of pairs.
Restri ting a ess to the implementation in this way
gives the usual freedoms to provide alternative implementations, or even to re ne the semanti s somewhat. For example, rather than using lazy lists, we ould implement signals
as fun tions from the natural numbers to values.
If the above signature seems to be missing something, it
is. The rest omes from Haskell itself, in parti ular, lazy reursive de nitions. You ould say that the missing operator
of the abstra t type is a lazy xpoint operator. Consider a
resettable ounter ir uit like:

3 Lazy Lists: Signals in Haskell
We intend for signals to model values that hange over time,
like wires in a mi ropro essor. Following O'Donnell [28℄, Srivas & Bi kford [34℄, and many others, we implement signals
as lazy lists. The idea is simple: the nth element of the list
represents the value of the wire at lo k ti k n. Thus the
value of ea h wire is a omplete des ription of its behavior
over time. This approa h leads to ir uit semanti s with
a de nite denotational avor. In ontrast, state transition
systems (another popular style) are mu h more operational
in their nature. There are naturally advantages and disadvantages to ea h.
To represent units with lo ked inputs and lo ked outputs we use fun tions from signals to signals, known as
stream transformers. Combinational ir uits an be turned
into lo ked ir uits simply by mapping them down their input lists. If add::(Int,Int)->Int is a simple addition iruit, then map add :: [(Int,Int)℄ -> [Int℄ is its lo ked
equivalent.
The fundamental non- ombinational ir uit is the delay.
The delay is what makes feedba k loops in lo ked ir uits
possible|without any delays, a feedba k loop would just
generate smoke! A delay is de ned so that the (n + 1)st
element of the output is equal to the nth element of its in-
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whi h, in Hawk, we might model as:
ounter :: Signal Bool -> Signal Int
ounter reset = out
where
next = delay 0 (lift1 (+1) out)
out = mux reset (lift0 0) next

The mutual re ursion between signals allows for arbitrary
looping in a ir uit. Mi ropro essor models have many
su h feedba k loops, at many di erent levels of spe i ation.
Note that the laziness of Haskell is vital for this mutual reursive de nition to have the intended meaning. It is not
merely the laziness of signals themselves that is required, but
also the laziness of the de nitions. Even if signals are known
to be lazy, a stri t language would (by default) attempt to
evaluate the uses of out and next in the right-hand-sides of
the de nitions, leading to non-termination. This distin tion
between lazy stru ture and lazy de nition is brought out

well by Okasaki and Wadler in their respe tive methods for
adding laziness to Standard ML [29, 37℄. We an summarize
the prin iple as follows: (mutually) re ursive de nitions of
an abstra t data type require lazy de nitions. This prin iple holds even if the abstra t datatype is implemented by
a fun tion so that no lazy data stru tures are a tually involved.
One item that is not missing from the signal de nition
is a way to observe a list by taking its head or tail. This
is intentional. A ir uit that was spe i ed to take the tail
of a list would be asking for a ir uit to perform lookahead
in time. We do allow signals to be viewed as lists for the
purpose of viewing simulation results, but this operation is
only provided for use at the top-level.

4 Mi roar hite tural Abstra tions
Two of the goals of Hawk have been to build abstra tions
that in rease the on ision of mi roar hite tural models [5℄,
and to fa ilitate the veri ation pro ess [25℄. For mi roarhite tural abstra tions to be relevant, they must be extraordinarily exible in the types that they operate over.
Instru tion sets di er in variety of details: size and type of
data, number and types of registers, and the instru tions
themselves. Internally, ma hines may use other instru tion
sets. For example, the AMD K6[33℄ implements the X86
instru tion set, but uses a RISC instru tion set within its
exe ution ore.
We use type lasses to fa ilitate the des ription of ir uits
that operate over all instru tion sets. For example, the type
of a primitive ALU might be:
alu :: (Instru tion i, Word w) =>
(Signal i, Signal w, Signal w) -> Signal w

This way, alu an be used in an X86 model (where w is
set to 32-bit words and i to X86 instru tions) or a 64-bit
RISC instru tion set, like that of the Alpha. The Word lass
is an extension of Haskell's Num lass that adds operators
related to word size, signedness, et . The Instru tion lass
aptures the ommon elements between instru tion sets.
With ommon ar hite tural hara teristi s aptured by
type lasses, we are then able to build abstra tions that help
organize mi roar hite tural models. For example, transa tions [2, 27℄ are a simple yet powerful grouping of ontrol
and data. A transa tion is a ma hine instru tion grouped
together with its urrent evaluation state. This state might
in lude:
 Operand and result values.
 A

ag indi ating that the instru tion has aused an
ex eption.

 A predi ted jump target, if the instru tion is a bran h.

It seems a trivial thing to do, when building multiple omponent values are so easy in fun tional languages, yet it had
signi ant onsequen es. For example, we found that miroar hite tural models that utilize transa tions an make
de isions lo ally rather than with a separate ontrol unit,
and to a large extent, de nition of lo al ontrol is far easier
to get right than attempting the same task globally.
To get a feel for transa tions, onsider the following example. Suppose the instru tion fet h unit issues an instru tion that Registers 1 and 2 are to be added and the result

pla ed in Register 4, that is, "r4<-r2+r1". The initial transa tion orresponding to this would la k values for ea h of
this registers, i.e. "(r4,_)<-(r2,_)+(r1,_)". As the transa tion passes through the register le, its operand values are
lled in: "(r4,_)<-(r2,4)+(r1,4)". After the ALU, the
omputed result is also lled in: "(r4,8)<-(r2,4)+(r1,4)",
and now the transa tion is ready to go ba k to the register
le to store the result.
Hawk provides a library of fun tions for reating and
modifying transa tions. For example, bypass takes two
transa tions and builds a new transa tion where the values from the destination operands of the rst transa tion
are forwarded to the sour e operands of the se ond. If i is
the transa tion:
"(r4,8) <- (r2,4) + (r1,4)"

and j is the transa tion:
"r10 <- (r4,6) + (r1,4)"

then bypass i j produ es the transa tion:
"r10 <- (r4,8) + (r1,4)"

That is, bypass inserts i's more re ent valuation of r4 into
the destination operand of j.
The bypass fun tion is an example of a lo al ontrol operator. The ontrol fun tion it performs is sele tive forwarding
of newly omputed results to other instru tion transa tions
that may otherwise ontain stale information.
bypass :: (Word w, Register r) =>
Trans i r w -> Trans i r w -> Trans i r w

By parameterizing over the instan es of nite words and
registers, bypass an be used in many ontexts. Within our
Pentium III-like mi roar hite tural model we use bypass on
instru tions with both on rete register referen es and virtual register referen es (whi h arise as a result of dynami
register renaming for the out-of-order ore of the pro essor). Both types of register are instan es of the type lass
Register. In our Mer ed-like model [6℄, we use the same
bypass with IA-64 instru tions.

5 Lazy State: Using State-Based Components
There has been debate in the Haskell ommunity about the
merits of laziness/stri tness within the state monad. In this
se tion we des ribe an appli ation where lazy state is just
right [21℄.
Some mi roar hite tural omponents, su h as register
les, are more naturally (and eÆ iently) presented as state
transition systems than as list transformers. For example,
imagine modelling a primitive register le as an array whi h,
on ea h lo k ti k, is both written to and read from. Here it
is, using the basi idiom of lazy state, done rst with expli it
lazy-lists to show the re ursion stru ture.
regFile :: [(Addr,w)℄ -> [Addr℄ -> [w℄
regFile writes reads
= runST (
do { reg <- newSTArray (minAddr, maxAddr)
(error "uninitialized")
; regLoop reg writes reads
}
)

6 Use and Abuse of

regLoop :: STArray s Addr w ->
[(Addr,w)℄ -> [Addr℄ -> ST s [w℄
regLoop reg ((a,w):aws) (r:rs)
= do { writeSTArray reg a w
; v <- readSTArray reg r
; vs <- regLoop reg aws rs
; return (v:vs)
}

When embedding a language, one often needs \language
primitives" that provide good things but ould not be dened dire tly. Fran for example, has a fun tion :
importBitmap :: Filename -> Bitmap

As with both versions of en apsulated state, the state
within the s ope of runST is ompletely hidden from the
outside world. Thus as far as the rest of the program is
on erned, reg is ompletely pure, as indi ated by its type.
The en apsulation of the state is guaranteed by the type of
runST [23℄. Inside the implementation of regFile, however,
the situation is quite di erent. The array writes are \imperative", a onstant-time operation having e e ts immediately
visible to subsequent reads.
The semanti s of lazy state is as follows. The monadi
stru ture sequentializes the operations of the monad but
for es nothing. When the result of the state thread is demanded (in this ase, the output list of values), exe ution
pro eeds to meet the demand, but in the order determined
by the monadi sequentialization. Thus, while exe ution
pro eeds by demand, some of that demand is transmitted
through the state sequen er. As more and more of the result signal is demanded though exe ution of the rest of the
Hawk model, so a larger and larger pre x of the sequen e
of state instru tions are exe uted. Laziness with respe t to
later state operations is essential here: the omputed value
v must be made available to the outside world before the
re ursive all to regLoop aws rs is performed.
To re ast this in the ontext of Hawk abstra t signals
is straightforward. Within the de nition of signals, we introdu e a new family of fun tions liftST n, whi h are the
monadi map on signals. For example:
liftST2 :: (a -> b -> ST s ) ->
Signal a -> Signal b -> ST s (Signal

unsafePerformIO

)

The orresponding Hawk de nition of the register le is as
follows:
reg :: Register r =>
Signal (r,w) -> Signal r -> Signal w
reg writes reads
= runST (
do { reg <- newSTArray (minReg, maxReg)
(error "uninitialized")
; liftST2 (regFile reg) writes reads
})
regFile ::Register r => STArray s Addr w ->
(r,w) -> r -> ST s w
regFile reg (a,w) r
= do { writeSTArray reg a w
; readSTArray reg r
}

In the use of liftST2 above, the state ma hine is exe uted
step by step, onsuming its list input and generating its list
output on the way. In parti ular, the liftST onstru t does
not attempt to exe ute the state ma hine ompletely before
releasing the output list. It is this behavior we require of the
state monad and fortunately, though not oÆ ially a part of
Haskell, most implementations provide it.

whi h imports a bitmap le and treats it as a pure value.
There are two basi approa hes to de ning this kind of
primitive. The rst is to write ode in C, and add it as a new
primitive in the run-time system of the host language. The
alternative is to provide the host language with a generi ,
though potentially unsafe, me hanism of writing new primitives, and to make lear what extra proof obligations arise
that make its use predi table.
In this vein, most Haskell implementations provide
an implementor's fun tion unsafePerformIO :: IO a -> a
whi h performs an IO operation and then asts the result as
a pure value. The Fran fun tion importBitmap, for example,
is de ned in this way. The a tion of reading a bitmap le is
performed, and then unsafePerformIO is used to treat the
bitmap as a pure value.
As its name suggests, unsafePerformIO is potentially unsafe. By abusing it one an do all manner of bad things. But
under the alternative s enario of ha king the run-time system in C, one an also do all manner of bad things. The
question is, whi h is worse? Providing the extension me hanism at the sour e language level avoids large lasses of errors that ould otherwise arise from mangling the run-time
system, and works uniformly a ross many language implementations. Over the last few years, a fairly strong onsensus has emerged that if extra primitives are needed they
might as well be de ned at sour e language level through a
judi ious use of a me hanism like unsafePerformIO.
However, be ause it does extend the primitive base
of Haskell, there is a lear sense in whi h any use of
unsafePerformIO means that the resulting program is no
longer written in Haskell per se, but rather in some extension to Haskell. Thus, properties that apply to all Haskell
programs, may ease to apply to programs written in poorly
de ned extensions. It is not just the deli ate properties, like
parametri ity for example, that are at risk, but even basi
properties like referential transparen y and type safety. For
example, unsafePerformIO is strong enough to allow the
de nition of a new primitive fun tion ast:
ast :: a -> b
ast x = let bot = bot
r = unsafePerformIO (newIORef bot)
in unsafePerformIO
(do {writeIORef r x; readIORef r})

The use of unsafePerformIO resurre ts the original MLreferen e problem. The referen e r is un onstrained at reation, and the use of unsafePerformIO allows it to be bound
by a let- onstru t, and so has its type generalized. It an
store or retrieve values of any type. Thus there is no problem storing a value of type a nor of reading a value of type
b, even though pre isely the same value will be written and
read! In identally, avoiding exa tly this problem (amongst
others) lead to the areful use of parametri ity in the de nition of runST [23℄.
All is not lost, however. There are many examples of
areful uses of unsafePerformIO that extend Haskell in ways
entirely onsistent with its underlying philosophy. We give
one below.

6.1 Observing Signals
When using Hawk, we found that we often wanted to observe
the values owing a ross a signal. Unfortunately, Haskell's
semanti purity makes this viewing rather diÆ ult, as viewing a signal often implied re oding the model so that the
stream we were interested in was available at the top level.
As an alternative, we provide the fun tion:
probe :: Filename -> Signal a -> Signal a

As far as Hawk-level models are on erned, a probe is simply
the identity fun tion on signals. However, the external world
re eives a di erent view. Probes are side-e e ting, writing
values to a le, even though they apparently have a pure
type. Thus, probes annot be de ned within Haskell-proper.
Instead, they need to be introdu ed as a Haskell extension
through the use of unsafePerformIO.
probe name vals =
lift2 (write name)

lo k vals

write name ti k val = unsafePerformIO
do { h <- openFile name AppendMode
; hPutStrLn h (show ti k ++ ":" ++
show val)
; hClose h
; return val
}

( lo k is a stream that enumerates the natural numbers.)
Noti e that we are areful not to hange the stri tness of
the argument stream of probe. Ea h element of the list
is wrapped in an independent side-e e ting losure whi h,
when evaluated, writes its value to the le required, and
then returns the value. This de nition makes essential use
of the stri tness of the IO monad, in ontrast to the laziness
of the ST monad earlier. Without stri tness, the nal value
would simply be returned, with none of the e e ts having
been performed.
Be ause the Hawk models do not depend on the ontents
of the lestore, we an guarantee that a model is un hanged
by the addition of probe fun tions.
We went mu h further than just writing the probe information to a le. We used the ommer ial drawing pa kage
Visio to build a front end to Hawk. We an now draw diagrams in Visio and then, at the push of a button, generate
a orresponding Hawk model ontaining one probe fun tion
per wire on the diagram. During and after the exe ution
of the model, double- li king on any wire auses the orresponding probe le to be opened, displaying the ontents
of the wire. This provided an invaluable feedba k tool for
debugging mi roar hite tures.
In summary, we found unsafePerformIO to be a powerful fa ility for building tools to observe but not a e t the
mi roar hite tural models.

7 Veri ation in Hawk
We wanted Hawk to provide tools that an be used to formally verify properties of mi roar hite tural models. Suppose, for example,that we want to prove the following properties about the resettable ounter from Se tion 3:
1. When the reset line is low on the next lo k y le, the
output is the value at the urrent y le plus 1;

2. When the reset line is high at the urrent lo k y le,
the output is zero.
In Hawk, we might express these properties as follows.
Assume that r0 and r1 are the values of the reset line at
time t and t + 1 respe tively, and that n and m are the
orresponding integer outputs from the ir uit.
propCounter r0 r1 n m = prop_one && prop_two
where
prop_one = not r1 ==> (n + 1 === m)
prop_two = r0 ==> (n === 0)

We would like to show that these properties hold for arbitrary values of r0 and r1, and for arbitrary values of the
internal state element of the ounter ir uit. To do this,
we will use symboli values for r0 and r1, and symboli ally
simulate the ir uit.
The approa h we take to symboli simulation is a
straightforward appli ation of polymorphism and overloading, given in more detail elsewhere [8℄. We introdu e a
datatype of symboli expressions (variables and additional
term stru ture). For example, we have used the following
datatype for symboli simulation of simple arithmeti iruits.
data Symbo a =
Const a
| Var String
| Plus (Symbo a) (Symbo a)
| Times (Symbo a) (Symbo a)

SuÆ iently polymorphi fun tions that arise in a Hawk
model an be instantiated at new types and at the symboli type Symbo in parti ular. The at h is that some are
is required in making fun tions \suÆ iently polymorphi ".
In brief, the parts of the program that you wish to symboli ally evaluate annot use on rete types, be ause those
types must be able to be repla ed by symboli ounterparts.

7.1 Symboli Simulation in Haskell
In pla es, Haskell's prelude is remarkably amenable to symboli simulation. Take the Num lass, for example. As almost every numeri operator is overloaded, so too are the
vast bulk of numeri expressions. Thus to symboli ally exe ute a numeri expression, all we have to do is de lare an
instan e of lass Num over the Symbo type.
instan e Num a => Num (Symbo a) where ...

Now any numeri expression is immediately symboli ally exe utable.
In other pla es Haskell's prelude is not so amenable to
symboli simulation. Booleans provide an ex ellent example. Comparison and onditional operations in Haskell's prelude have booleans hardwired in pla e. The histori al reason
is lear. Overloading in Haskell was introdu ed pre isely beause the designers of the language already had many di erent versions of numbers that they wanted to add and multiply (integer, rational, oating point, omplex, et .), but only
one version of booleans: simple True and False. However,
there are more varieties of booleans that we are now oming a ross, parti ularly in the realm of embedded languages.
For example, Fran needs to be able to ompare expression
that vary with time, leading naturally to the on ept of a
boolean result that also varies with time. In our ontext we

want the boolean operations to apply to symboli expressions representing booleans.
To apture the operations of both on rete and symboli
booleans we e ho the development of the Num lass, and dene a lass Boolean, whi h makes all the boolean operators
from the prelude abstra t:
lass Boolean b where
true :: b
false :: b
(&&) :: b -> b -> b
(||) :: b -> b -> b
(==>) :: b -> b -> b
not :: b -> b

We also de ne a lass Eql, whi h is similar to the standard
Eq lass, ex ept that it is also abstra ted over equality's
result type.
lass Boolean b => Eql a b where
(===) :: a -> a -> b

Conditional expressions, too, must be abstra t:
lass Mux
mux ::

a where
-> a -> a -> a

If the ondition on whi h we bran h is symboli , it is lear
that the result must be symboli as well. Hen e there is a relationship between the type of the onditional, and the type
of the result|just the sort of thing that multi-parameter
type lasses express well.
To apture the ommon usage of onditional expressions,
we make Bool an instan e of Mux
instan e Mux Bool a where
mux x y z = if x then y else z

Of ourse, we also make signals of boolean-like things instan es of the Mux lass.
We an now employ many implementations of Booleans.
In parti ular we an use binary de ision diagrams (BDDs)
[4℄, whi h implement semanti equality between symboli
boolean expressions in onstant time. Using H/Dire t [12℄
and unsafePerformIO, we have imported the CMU BDD
pa kage into Haskell [7℄. In the style of the Voss modelling
language [31℄, Hawk treats BDDs just like Booleans. But,
thanks to type lasses, a user an also hoose not to use
BDDs, but some other instan e of Boolean.

7.2 Proving a Property
We now have the infrastru ture needed to verify our properties. Our strategy is to simulate the ounter with symboli
values on the reset line for the rst two ti ks, and then test
the desired property on the rst two outputs. To ensure the
result applies at any stage of the exe ution we also need to
be able to initialize the state element (the delay omponent)
of the ounter by pla ing a symboli value there as well. The
new de nition of ounter is as follows:
ounter :: (Num a, Boolean b) =>
a -> Signal b -> Signal a
ounter init reset = out
where
next = delay init (lift1 (+1) out)
out = mux reset (lift0 0) next

We an use this de nition dire tly in veri ation of the property:
test :: BDD
test = propCounter r0 r1 n m
where
a = var "a" :: BDD_Ve tor8
r0 = var "r0" :: BDD
r1 = var "r1" :: BDD
reset = r0 `delay` r1 `delay` false
[n, m℄ = ounter a reset  [0, 1℄

where ( is an operator for sampling a signal at the spe i ed times.) By evaluating test, we are proving that, for
Boolean ve tors of length 8, the ounter ir uit meets our
spe i ation. Using types more general than BDD_Ve tor8,
we an prove the properties for ounters of arbitrary size.
One of the unsatisfying aspe ts of this veri ation example is that it was ne essary to make the internal state
of the ounter an expli it parameter. Doing this in a
omplex model would entail passing around a lot of extra
parameters|just the sort of thing we'd like to avoid. Also,
in for ing the model to be expli it about its internal state,
it under uts one of the strengths of the signal transformer
model that sets it apart from state transformer models, making it a sort of unwel ome hybrid. However, using ideas from
Symboli Traje tory Evaluation [15℄, we are urrently working with symboli domains that have a partial order stru ture. Symboli simulation pro eeds by starting with initial
states set to bottom, with iteration of the model gradually
adding more information. The t with lazy stream models
looks very good indeed.

8 Where Haskell and Hawk Tangle
For our domain, Haskell has turned out to be an ex ellent
tool for experimenting with language design. However, in a
few pla es, Haskell is not a perfe t mat h. In this se tion we
point to some of the hinderen es that we have en ountered.

8.1 Lazy Lists
In some ases Haskell is a little too generous. Our preferred
semanti s for signals is that of truly in nite, or oindu tive,
lists|i.e., not that of nite, in nite, and partially de ned
lists, as in Haskell. Any feedba k loop that did not in lude
at least one delay should be reje ted by Hawk as being illde ned|the orresponding hardware would generate more
smoke than data. Haskell, however, will stubbornly do its
best to make sense of even su h ill-de ned de nitions. Could
Haskell be oer ed to mat h our intended appli ation better?
We have onstru ted a shallow embedding of Hawk in
Isabelle [30℄, whi h is mu h less forgiving. In order to have
Isabelle a ept our re ursive de nitions we have had to develop a ri her theory of indu tion over oindu tive datatypes
than previously available [24℄. Using this theory, Isabelle is
able to a ept all the valid Hawk de nitions that we have
thrown at it, while reje ting the invalid ones. It would be
useful if Haskell's type system ould be extended to handle
this|perhaps using unpointed types [22℄ to express valid
oindu tive de nitions.

8.2 Type Classes
For generality, the type representing an instru tion set must
remain abstra t. Consequently we annot dire tly pattern

mat h on it. Instead, the operations of the Instru tion
lass provide predi ates to identify ommon instru tions
su h as nops, arithmeti ops, loads and stores and jumps.

If Haskell allowed arbitrary views of datatypes then this
ould be handled mu h more ni ely. Su h a proposal would
not need to go so far as Wadler's views [36℄ (with their problems of hidden omputation) to be useful.

that it allows us to take an existing exe utable model and
verify properties of it, without hanging the model at all.
However, this does not work quite as well as it ould beause of limitations in the lass system. Ideally, we would
like to instantiate the test expression above at di erent
symboli types. However, there is no good way to parameterize test by the types in question, without resorting to
unpleasantries like adding dummy arguments. The type of
the data for ounter is purely an intermediate value in the
de nition of test. If we were not spe i about the type
of the initial value a, Haskell would onsider the de laration
ambiguous. We would like a way to parameterize whi h instan e is used without having a dummy value parameter.

8.3 The State Monad

8.6 Elaboration Monads

lass (Show i, Eq i) => Instru tion i where
isNoOp :: i -> Bool
isAddOp :: i -> Bool
isSubOp :: i -> Bool
...

Haskell's synta ti support for state is not a perfe t t. In
parti ular, Haskell has no way to de lare storage stati ally,
although this is exa tly what is required. In the register
example, the array is allo ated at the beginning, and nothing
else is allo ated afterwards. This re e ts the fa t that sili on
annot be allo ated on the y. Furthermore, when we ome
to onsider other interpretations of Hawk models, it would
be useful to guarantee that the body of the state ode did
not a e t the shape of the store, merely its ontents.

8.4 Using

unsafePerformIO

Probes often work quite well, but there are some glit hes.
While we have been areful to preserve the semanti s of
Haskell in introdu ing probes, the semanti s of probes are
not really preserved by Haskell. Due to lazy evaluation,
there is nothing to ensure that probe output will appear in
the order expe ted. The output of a probe at lo k ti k 9
might be put in the le before the output of a probe at lo k
ti k 7. Another glit h arises be ause a given unit an be
used repeatedly within a mi roar hite tural model. If that
unit has an embedded probe, the output of both uses of the
probes will be merged in one le. This is not problemati for
exe ution of the model (for probes annot a e t the models
themselves), but there is no way of identifying whi h output
is from whi h use of the probe.

8.5 Symboli Simulation
Our drive to make the entire Hawk library suÆ iently
polymorphi to perform symboli evaluation has made us
painfully aware of the short omings of Haskell's type lass
system in des ribing abstra t data types. Haskell's module
system an be used in a limited way to e e t abstra tion,
as we have used for the signal type. This allows us to work
around some of the problems with type lasses, be ause we
an ompletely reinterpret the meaning of symbols, both
their types and their values. But Haskell's module system
is only intended as name spa e management, and is a poor
mat h when you intend to use abstra t types instantiated at
many di erent types. Whether an ML-style module system
would work better in this ase is an interesting question.
The type lass system at times works brilliantly. What
is perhaps most impressive is how well it has worked even
when we use it for tasks far beyond its original intended
use (simply as a system of overloading numeri and equality
types). However, the t is not always perfe t. One pla e
is the la k of expli it ontrol over whi h instan es are used
where. One of the neat aspe ts of symboli evaluation is

One of the short omings of Hawk is that it has no expli it
notion of elaboration, separate from the semanti s of the
model. Elaboration is the pro ess of translating a possibly
higher-order Hawk model into a rst-order des ription, su h
as a netlist, or utilizing primitives of hardware des ription
languages like VHDL or Verilog. This was not always the
ase. Initially, Hawk was similar to Lava [3℄ (in fa t the
two languages started from a ommon blo k of de nitions),
and used a monad of ir uits to express ir uit elaboration.
Di erent implementations of the abstra t monad would be
used to generate net-lists for low level tools to manipulate,
or logi al formulae for input to a theorem prover, or simply
exe ution for simulation and testing. To perform simulation,
for example, the ir uit monad is implemented simply as
the identity monad, sin e all we have to do is glue together
fun tions. A ri her version of simulation, however, ould
provide the ma hinery to allow the output of dupli ated
probes to be separated, so removing the problem with probes
that we outlined earlier.
There were two reasons we departed from an expli it
monadi style. First, the presen e of the monad made simple
fun tion appli ation tedious. We ould live with this, or
work around it. Mu h more serious, however, was the la k of
any synta ti help for mutual re ursion between the results
of monadi a tions. The idiom of mutually re ursive streams
works so well for des ribing ir uit feedba k that we wanted
something similar for monadi omputations. For example,
restating the example of the ounter in monadi form ought
to ome out something like this:
ounter :: Signal Bool -> Cir uit (Signal Int)
ounter reset = do
{ next <- delay 0 in
; in
<- lift1 (+1) out
; out <- mux reset zero next
; zero <- lift0 0
; return out}

Unfortunately, a orresponding re ursive do-form is not urrently available. We would like to see the do notation extended so that the bindings are mutually re ursive, with the
re ursion being de ned by a user-supplied de nition of an
mfix fun tion:
mfix :: Monad m => (a -> m a) -> m a

Note that, as the ounter example shows, the obvious
generi de nition of mfix as
mfix f = do { z <- mfix f
; f z}

is simply not appropriate. We want the looping to take
pla e on the values manipulated by the monad, not on the
e e ts the exe ution of the monad generates. Rather we
need something with the behaviour of fixST [23℄. Finding an
appropriate axiomatization for mfix is the subje t of urrent
resear h.

9 Hardware Algebra
As promised, we lose with a se tion des ribing how the
fun tional perspe tive gives us new insight into the stru ture
of mi roar hite tures.
Transformational laws are well known in digital hardware, and form the basis of logi simpli ation and minimization, and of many retiming algorithms. Traditionally,
these laws o ur at the gate level: de Morgan's law being a
lassi example. We were quite surprised when orresponding laws started to emerge at the mi roar hite tural level!
Perhaps we shouldn't have been surprised. After all,
fun tional languages are espe ially good at expressing transformational laws, and algebrai te hniques have long been
used in the relational hardware-des ription language Ruby
[32℄. Sizeable Ruby ir uits have been su essfully derived
and veri ed through algebrai manipulation [16, 17℄. Even
so, the Ruby resear h has emphasized ir uits at the gate
level and, a priori, there is no reason to think that large miroar hite tural omponents should satisfy any interesting
algebrai laws: the omponents are onstru ted from thousands of individual gates, and boundary ases ould easily
remove any uniformity that would have to exist for simple
laws to be present. Yet we have found that when mi roarhite tural units are presented in a parti ular way, many
powerful laws appear.
Before we onsider one of the laws in some detail, note
rst that we inherit for free the ground rule of referential
transparen y or, in hardware terms, a ir uit dupli ation
law. Any ir uit whose output is used in multiple pla es is
equivalent to dupli ating the ir uit itself, and using ea h
output on e. Be ause Hawk is embedded in Haskell (and
introdu es no new features that would otherwise break referential transparen y), every ir uit satis es this law. That
is, it is impossible within Hawk for a spe i ation of a omponent to ause hidden side-e e ts observable to any other
omponent spe i ation. Of ourse, in many spe i ation
languages this law does not hold universally. For example, dupli ating a ir uit that in remented a global variable
on every lo k y le would ause the global variable to be
in remented multiple times per lo k period, breaking behavioral equivalen e. Hawk ir uits an still be stateful, but
all stateful behavior is for ed to be lo al (the en apsulated
state example) and/or expressed using feedba k.

9.1 Register-Bypass Law
The law we will dis uss in some detail is the register-bypass
law. To do so, we need to dis uss register les and bypasses
in more detail than we have up to now.
Consider a transa tion-based spe i ation of a register
le. This omponent has two input signals (for reading and
writing) and one output signal, ea h of whi h are signals
of transa tions. At ea h lo k y le, the read-input is expe ted to ontain a transa tion whose op ode and register
name elds have been set, but whose value elds are absent,
whereas the write-input ontains a ompleted transa tion

from a previously exe uted instru tion. Exe ution pro eeds
as in the simpli ed example in Se tion 5. The register- le
rst performs the write by updating its internal state on
the basis of the destination register-name and value elds
of the write-input. Then, it performs the read by lling in
the value elds for the sour e-operands of the transa tion on
the read-input. The resulting transa tion is pla ed on the
output. In this model, all this work is performed in a single
lo k- y le.
Now onsider bypasses, and the role they have in the
spe i ation of forwarding. The purpose of forwarding logi
in a pipeline is to ensure that results omputed in later
stages of the pipeline are available to earlier stages in time
to be used. Con eptually, the forwarding logi at ea h
pipeline stage examines its urrent instru tion's sour e register names to see if they mat h a later stage's destination
register name. For every mat hing sour e name, the orresponding value is repla ed with the result value omputed by
the later pipeline stage. Non-mat hing sour e operands ontinue to use operand values given by the pre eding pipeline
stage.
This on eptual logi an be implemented on isely using transa tions. A bypass ir uit has two inputs, ea h a
signal of transa tions. The rst ontains the input transa tions from the pre eding pipeline stage, and the se ond
is the ontrol or update input, ontaining transa tions from
later stages in the pipeline. At ea h lo k y le, the bypass ir uit ompares the sour e names of the urrent input transa tion with the destination names of the urrent
update-transa tion. The output of the bypass is identi al
to the input, ex ept that sour e operands mat hing the update's destination operand are updated.
Bypasses have many ni e properties by themselves. Not
only are they time-invariant (delays an pass over them) but
they are idempotent in their se ond argument:
8inp : 8upd :
bypass upd (bypass

upd inp ) = bypass upd inp

Most interesting, however, is their intera tion with register
les, whi h an be expressed with the register-bypass law:
8read : 8write :
bypass write (reg (delay Nop
reg write read

write ) read ) =

In other words, we an delay writing a value into the register
le, so long as we also forward the write-value to the output,
in ase that register was being read on the same lo k y le.
We use this law repeatedly to eliminate forwarding logi
when simplifying pipelines. Seen the other way around, this
law explains the origin of forwarding logi .
Initially we onsidered the register-bypass law to be a
theorem about register les, and a ordingly we proved that
it held for a number of di erent implementations. However,
it is also tempting to view this law as an axiom of register
les. In e e t, by using the law repeatedly from right to
left, we obtain a spe i ation for how the register le must
behave for any time pre x.

9.2 Transforming the Mi roar hite ture
Other laws of mi roar hite tural algebra in lude a hazardbypass law, for transforming multi- y le pipelines in the
presen e of data hazards, and proje tion laws, for expressing lo al properties of signals [25, 26℄. Here we note that

the laws we have dis overed up to now are by themselves
suÆ iently powerful to simplify a pipelined mi roar hite ture that uses forwarding, bran h spe ulation and pipeline
stalling for hazards. The resulting simpli ed pipeline is very
similar to the referen e ma hine spe i ation (i.e. no forwarding logi ), while still retaining y le-a urate behavior
with the original implementation pipeline.
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